Welcome to our March newsletter!
Thanks for your interest and involvement with Sexual Health West.
Please reply to this email at any time to unsubscribe or with feedback, ideas or
contributions.

Irish AIDS Day 15th June
Would anyone like to choose a song that means
something to them regarding living with HIV and write
us a few words about why? We would love your input
on the radio for Irish AIDS Day, it will be prerecorded.
We are hoping to meet face to face on the evening
itself, which is a Wednesday, or we could meet for a
meal / seminar on 11th or 15th of June.
What would you like?

Research survey launched today
This national survey seeks to identify the barriers
and facilitators to psychosocial care (encompassing
the mental, emotional, and social wellbeing of a
person) for people living with HIV in Ireland.
People living with HIV are disproportionately
affected by psychosocial stress and stigma, this fully
anonymous survey will collect vital information on
you view social support, service accessibility, HIV
status disclosure, COVID-19, mental health, stigma
and so on.
Please consider completing it at this link:
https://tinyurl.com/HIVpsychosocialsurveyUCC

Peer Support Call
We had a great chat last time, and if people are
interested we will plan another for the last week of

March.
Let me know when it suits you and we will aim for a
time to reach as many as possible. Thursday the
24th at 1pm has been proposed if that suits?

Insurance question
The person who asked about insurance got back
to me and let me know that AIG offer
travel insurance for persons with pre-existing
conditions. There is no requirement to disclose the
condition. You agree that all pre-existing conditions
are NOT covered in the policy.
So if anyone else if looking for something like this,
you have at least one option.

Face to face meet ups
These will be on hold for a short time while I am
overseas due to family needs.
If you want or need someone to meet with or chat
to between now and May, please contact us using
the following details:
Joe McDonagh 086 405 0417
info@sexualhealthwest.ie
091 566 266
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